
I have always heard the story of Moses in The Quran 
and the ‘staffs’’ which then turn into snakes. So I 

typed into google ‘Moses staff’

This image came up. The staff with snakes and an 
angel on top.  So its pretty obvious now that the 

snake has something to do with angels.

And the magicians came to Pharaoh. They said, 
"Indeed for us is a reward if we are the 

predominant." (7:113)

And now you can tell ‘THEY’ who it was that 
pharaoh had contact with! The magicians who 
turned their staff into serpents were the Jinn 

Nation, corrupt angels working with pharaoh (man)

When they threw their ‘staff’ : turned into snakes. 
And when Moses threw his staff, it turned into a 

snake and ‘devoured’ what they falsified. 
one verse actually says a snake was on Moses Staff:

So he threw it down, and thereupon it was a snake, 
moving swiftly.

And today people are as evil as pharaoh, they 
control planet earth through magic, selling their 
souls to the devil Vice Versa. And how blatant is 

their logo……yet we all follow blindly?

They called themselves ‘WHO’ – And they call 
themselves ‘World Organisation’ -

It seems like they are mocking us blatantly ! And we 
do not open our eyes. 

To find our WHO Iblees is
You need to read the signs 
around you and link what 

you see.  

Every word, which exists in 
the world, is telling you 

something.

Remember its not their 
world, its Allah’s world. 
Don’t miss Allah’s signs!

After the coronavirus 
outbreak, I noticed there 

was a  snake tangling 
around a ‘staff’ in the logo 

of The World Health 
Organization. I thought I 

would just look into it, like 
I always do. Wouldn’t hurt 

to investigate what this 
new virus is about.  

So I typed ‘coronavirus’ 
into google and the FIRST 
thing that came up was 

‘who’
The World Health 

OrgainZation.

Interesting!
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So I continued studying the LOGO of WHO. And 
noticed the entire staff covers the southern 
hemisphere of planet earth, to the northern 

hemisphere.

I thought right… The staff is ‘straight’ across the 
planet, and the snake is sitting on it, curled around 

the straight….straight…ah!  
“Straight path!”

Okay, so what sits on the straight path?
Of course I remembered the verse in the Quran  

said, "Because You have put me in error, I will surely 
sit in wait for them on Your straight path. (2:16)

YOUR straight path.  
The ‘staff’ of Moses represents Allah’s Straight Path. 
And Allah is not involved with magic. It is only these 

jinn nation of bad angels and bad mankind who 
used Gods work and Quran to perform magic. 

AND
that’s why we turn to the ‘east’ or the ‘west’ as 
believers. We have never been told to bow or 

prostrate towards the north or the south, because 
Iblees is sitting on it!

So BOW ‘man’
The power of bowing and prostrating to your God 

Allah, will throw Iblees off Allah’s straight path. 

The end is for the believers of Allah.
Islam is to return and remain 

The Quran is providing you with all the information
and prophet Muhammad (pbuh) is a MERCY

SAVIOUR, LIBERATOR, RESCUER. 

So I then looked at the word 
‘coronavirus’

Corona
The word "corona" is a Latin word meaning "crown"

So we are left with VIRUS
The name is from a Latin word meaning “slimy 

liquid” or “poison.”

And so we can call it ‘king of poison’
Or

‘king of slimy liquid’ 
(and the only slime is see in this logo is ‘the snake’)

It seems this virus is Iblees’s master plan, to reduce 
mankind, and become the ruler of the world.

Their plan is in action !

They have decided that ‘now’ is the time to make 
their move. But because these bad angels need 
mankind to teach them, considering they do not 
possess intelligence, it is mankind who they are 

taking with them to hell. And full is the earth with 
people joining forces with the jinn. But they have 

missed something haven’t they? They are so 
arrogant they can not see that Allah knows 

everything in the heavens and the earth: The past, 
present and future, eternally:

And, when those who disbelieved plotted against 
you to restrain you or kill you or evict you. But they

plan, and Allah plans. And Allah is the best of 
planners. (8:30)

See the word “they”  -

Could you Trust Them?

& WHO are they?

And if I google:
What does ‘staff’ mean

Google tells me:
“all the people employed by a particular 

organization”

And if I look up 
who are the ‘staff’ of the World Health 

Organization:
I am told: medical doctors, public health 

specialists, scientists and epidemiologists

If I look up: 
who are the ‘members’ of the World 

Health Organisation:
You will be led into information about 

United Nations and 
The Palestine and Israel conflict ! 

Jews work very closely with Christians and 
both are heavily into magic. 

How did we ever miss this!


